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QUESTION 1

Item X has product life as 40 days and % Acceptable as 40%. You are doing receiving for your company via RF and
today is Sep. 15th, 2017. The receiving transaction that you use to receive Item X has left the screen parameter allow-
rem-exp-override blank, and has the screen parameter allow- inv-exp-override set to on. Identify two valid facts.
(Choose two.) 

A. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Sep. 30th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

B. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct. 25th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

C. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct. 10th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

D. Expiry date is the only date value that you can enter via receiving transactions, but it is optional based on the items
configuration. 

E. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct.20th, 2017, and there\\'s an existing inventory
of Item X whose expiry date is Oct.4th, the system will allow to receive it. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the primary purpose of the Wave Template Search Screen? 

A. to identify all outbound loads that have not completed picking yet 

B. to determine how many picking tasks will be waved for picking 

C. to determine which available orders will be waved for picking 

D. to determine the locked locations for inventory allocation 

E. to determine from which part of the warehouse the inventory will be allocated 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13433/T211976T536591.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Select two true statements about Group Configuration. (Choose two.) 

A. Only the RF Menu uses the concept of Groups 

B. Users can assign specific access to activities by using Group permissions 

C. Permissions come already pre-assigned to standard Groups in the system and cannot be changed 
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D. Users must log out when switching Groups 

E. User can belong to multiple Groups 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 4

A user is using the PackNC transaction to pack into a blind OBLPN. The user needs to pick up 10 units for 

Item 000234, but after picking up four units the OBLPN is full. 

What should the user do? 

A. move to the next location 

B. end the LPN 

C. short the remaining units 

D. scan the next order 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/owm70/owmcs_gs-cloud/OWMRN/OWMRN.pdf (12) 

 

QUESTION 5

Which five combinations of lot and expiry date are valid scenarios in WMS Cloud? (Choose five.) 

A. Two IB LPNs of the same item have different lots and the same expiry dates. 

B. Two IB LPNs of the same item have the same lot and the same expiry date. 

C. The IB LPNs have an item with the same lot and different expiry dates. 

D. An item is lot-tracked but not expiry-date-tracked. 

E. An item is expiry-date-tracked but not lot-tracked. 

F. Two IB LPNs of the same item have different lots and different expiry dates. 

Correct Answer: BCDEF 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You are performing the Split IB LPNs RF transaction and seeing an error message: Shipment Verification 

status mismatch. 
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Which three are valid? (Choose three.) 

A. The from-IBLPN and the to-IBLPN might be received against two different ASNs respectively. 

B. This error message will disappear if the RF screen parameter required-validations is set up as No Validation. 

C. This error message will disappear if the RF screen parameter split-uom is left bank. 

D. If the to-IBLPN is received via the Recv Shipment RF transaction, the from-IBLPN might be from the Create RF
transaction. 

E. The from-IBLPN and the to-IBLPN might be received against the same ASN. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which Inventory screen should you use to configure the Inventory Adjustment Code in Oracle WMS Cloud? 

A. IB LPNs 

B. Reason Codes 

C. Items 

D. Inventory Lock Codes 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12448_01/rms/pdf/rms_rfm_br/1413/html/ug/ chapter5.htm#CHDBFGEA 

 

QUESTION 8

You are the Inventory Control Supervisor at your employer\\'s East Coast facility. Your employer is a 3PL, 

and your customer is a large company that is also serviced out of the other 3PL facilities. As you start the 

shift, your Inventory Control team members inform you of a significant change in the RF Cycle Counting 

process. 

Lost IBLPNs are now updates with a "00" lock code rather than the expected "LL" code. 

Which scenario is causing this issue? 

A. You dismiss the concern because a change in the lock code has no impact on either the WMS Cloud or host
inventories. 

B. Your counterpart at the 3PL\\'s other facility changed one of the cycle counting company parameters and that
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impacted your workflow for that same company. 

C. An inventory team member in the other facility marked a lost case with "00" lock code causing all subsequent lost
cases to be defaulted to the same code across all LPNs for all company/facility combinations. 

D. While counting LPNs at a location, one of your team members marked a lost case with the new lock code. The new
lock code is stored in system memory and applied to all IBLPNs counted as "Lost". 

E. One of your inventory team members changed his/her RF parameter default lock code causing the same
configuration change to propagate to all users in the facility. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Your company\\'s count process has two levels: First, at the end of each quarter, the operators will need to get a list of
all the LPN numbers in every location via cycle count. Second, at the end of each month, the operators will do a spot
check for any 100 LPNs and count their content information, and to save time, they will scan each item only once and
enter the total quantity of the item marked on the inner package inside an LPN. Your company has reserve locations
only for storage and you\\'re doing the WMS Cloud configuration for the operators. 

Which two tasks should you complete? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a Cycle Cnt RF screen for the operators to use, and leave the content-count RF parameter blank. 

B. Create a Resv Nbr Cnt RF screen for the operators to use. 

C. Enable the Recount Location Detail cc_trigger. 

D. Create a Cycle Cnt RF screen for the operators to use, and set the content-count RF parameter to By Sku Qty. 

E. Create a Cycle count for LPN deferred/immediate updates RF screen for the operators to use, and set the sku-scan-
mode RF parameter to By Qty Scan. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What happens behind the flag Only deallocate on Short in the order type screen? 

A. The Order Type has no impact on the Picking Process. 

B. When the parameter is set to YES, during short pick, the system will put the order hold status until more inventory is
available. 

C. When the parameter is set to Yes, then only the shorted quantity will get deallocated form the order. 

D. When the parameter is set to No, the shorted quantity on the order remains in the "allocated" status. 

E. When the parameter is set to Yes, the short pick will cancel the shorted order line automatically and inventory
adjustment will be generated for the item. 
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Correct Answer: E 

Reference: https://learn.oracle.com/ords/launchpad/learn?page=picking-modesandcontext=0:44208:44214 

 

QUESTION 11

The above diagram shows a typical Third Party Logistics (3PL) structure. Identify the Facility, Company, and User
levels, as applicable, in sequential order (that is, the proper label for box 1 is listed 1st in sequence). 

A. 1=Facility 1, 2=Company 1, 3=Company 2, 4=Super User 1, 5=Facility 2, 6=Facility 3, 7=Facility 4 

B. 1=Parent 3PL, 2=Facility 1,3=Facility 2, 4=Company 1, 5=Company 2, 6=Company 3, 7=Company 1 

C. 1=Company 1, 2=Parent 3PL, 3=Company 2, 4=Facility 1, 5=Facility 2, 6=Facility 3, 7=Facility 4 

D. 1=Super User, 2=Parent 3PL, 3=Company 1, 4=Facility 1, 5-Facility 2, 6=Facility 3, 7=Facility 4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Select four true statements about System Directed QC. (Choose four.) 

A. Once system directed QC is turned on, all receipts go through QC. 

B. Items are flagged based on the vendor that sent PO and ASN. 

C. For QC to happen, the vendor has to be configured in the system. 

D. How many SKUs are flagged for QC depends on what is specified in the vendor QC Screen. 

E. The QC process required the use of Purchase Order. 
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Correct Answer: ACDE 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two data conditions on the Outbound Order will always result in unsuccessful cross-dock allocations in WMS
Cloud? (Choose two.) 

A. The item on the Outbound Order does not match the item on the LPN being received. 

B. The quantity of the item on the Outbound Order is less than the quantity of the item on the LPM being received. 

C. The quantity of the item on the Outbound Order is greater than the quantity of the item on the LPN being received. 

D. The item on the Outbound Order is a batch tracked item. 

E. The quantity of the item on the Outbound Order is exactly equal to the quantity of the item on the LPN being
received. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify two correct statements about ASN creation. (Choose two.) 

A. The ASN number can be system generated or manually entered. 

B. Oracle WMS Cloud allows creation of a single/multiple ASN from a PO. 

C. Oracle WMS Cloud only allows creation of a single ASN from a PO. 

D. The ASN number is always auto-generated from a sequence number. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 15

Select the two routing configurations that are used to specify routes for outbound loads. (Choose two.) 

A. the Routing Mode on the Carrier UI Screen 

B. the company parameter PACKING_ROUTING_MODE 

C. the Routing Mode on the Wave Template D. the Routing_Mode parameter on the Loading RF Transaction 

Correct Answer: AD 
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